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r In-Charge Patrasayer P.S,
r, Bankura.
Sub:- Prayer for logging FIR against Bhulan Majhi, @Vulu (Zg 9, S/o Gunadhar
Majhi Vide Patrasayer P.S GDE No.' 1536 Dated:- 2810612021.

Sir,

In producing herewith the arrested accused namely Bhulan Majhi, @vulu (29
Y),,S/o Gunadhar Majhi ,of Kabirchak , P.S- Patrasayer, Dist- Bankura with
following seized articles under proper seizure List, I, P.s.I. Bahadur Lai ,of
Patrasayer P.S beg to state you that tod.ay at about 04.15 hrs during mobile duty
reieived a secret information that one Bhulan Majhi, @Vulu (Zg Y),,slo Gunadhar
Majhi ,of kabirchak , P.S' Patrasayer, Dist' Bankura has manufacturing and selling
a huge quantity of illegal, ID liquor in his house which is situ4ted at Kabirchak ,
under Patrasayer P.s, Di.t' Brrrk.,ra. Inform the matter to o/c batrasayer P.s anj
4s per direction of O/C Patrasayer P.S I along with force C/1836 Bibekananda
Ghosh and NVF Biswanath Mahato left for the said village to work out the
information. We reached at Kabirchak at about 04.4b hrs and as identified by
seiret source reached in the house of said Bhulan Majhi, @Vulu €g y), seeing police
some persons fled away from the house. The owner of the house Bhulan Majhi,
@VuIu (29 Y), Y) ,s/o Gunadhar Majhi ,of kabirchak , P.S- Patrasayer, DistBankura failed to produce any kind of document or license in respect of
manufacturing and selling liquors and admitted that he is running such business
from his house since long without any license. Sd I seized Approx 30 (Thirty) litter
colorless liquor having storing smell of Id liquor in 02 (Two) p_lastic jar can stored in
the house of Bhulan Majhi, @vutu (zs y), which is situated at Kabirchak under
Patrasayer P.S. The seized articles were sealed and labeled at the spot in between
05.05 to 05.25 hrs by me.
Accordingly I seized two Jerkin containing approx 3O(Thirty)

Litter ID liquor
signed by the accd. person and
witnesses as well as accompanying forte, the seized articles were sealed and labeled

in a two plastic Jerkin under proper sil- duly

at the spot. Collect as sample 375 ML from two Plastic Jerkin which sealed and label. and
arrested accused Bhulan Majhi, @Vulu (2g Y),,s/o Gunadhar Majhi ,of kabirchak ,
P.S' Patrasayer, Dist' Bankura after maintain all rule of apex court. Issued arrest
menio with proper signature duly signed by.witnesses and took my custody.

Under the above circumstances I request you to start a specific case against the
accd Bhulan Majhi, @Vulu (29 Y),,s/o Gunadhar Majhi ,of Kabirchak , p.S-

Patrasayer, Dist' Bankura under proper seition of law and arrange for its

investigation.
Enclosed:-

Original seizure list & Arrest Memo
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